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Futuristic Condo Building with Robotic Parking System in South Florida
Kicks Off 2014’s Real Estate with a Bang

Top Florida Real Estate Firm, MNM Companies, shares one of the most unique and
revolutionary residences in Sunny Isles, Florida to kick of the new year: The Porsche Design
Tower. Innovation meets luxury with the condo building that allows luxury-car owners to be
lifted in the panoramic elevator whilst sitting in their car, looking over the Atlantic Ocean and
landing at their doorstep.

Miami, Florida (PRWEB) January 07, 2014 -- Florida’s real estate for 2014 looks brighter than ever as the
progress of the Porsche Design Tower, the most luxurious and technologically advanced condo building,
continues to advance.

MNM Companies wants high-end automobile fanatics to know about the revolutionary building that transports
residents via high-speed glass elevator that overlooks the ocean to their front door, all while sitting in the
comfort of their car. Sunny Isles Florida has Germany’s Porsche Design Group and renowned local developers,
Michael and Gil Dezer, to thank for bringing the age of “The Jetsons” to life.

With its ground breaking in 2013 and the projected completion date of 2016, the 52-story Porsche Design
Tower located in the beautiful Sunny Isles Florida is being constructed on 2.2 acres of land on Collins Ave and
will consist of 132 units ranging from 3,800 to 9,500 square feet.

“The robotic parking system is what makes with residence so unique and perfect for eccentric buyers,” said
Natalia Peysina, founder and owner of MNM Companies. “Once pulled into their designated parking space and
turning off the engine, owners will be able to enjoy the quick ride to their doorstep while gazing at the ocean
views. The owner’s car then gets parked by a robotic arm right outside their unit, ensuring its security.”

The building and living space itself is just as luxurious as those for the automobiles including features like, see
through floor plans with ocean and Intracoastal views, dramatic walls of tinted glass surround the living and
dining areas, kitchen, bedrooms and baths, raised foyer ceilings , full-sized sound proof whirlpool washer and
dryer, access to 400 feet of beachfront, gated entrance controls the traffic in and out of the premises by guest
announcement and video identification, oversized balconies, private splash pools, minimum of two private
garages, piano lounge and restaurant/bar, landscaped and meticulously maintained grounds and lofty
architecture that contributes to the tropical atmosphere.

The intimate seaside community of Sunny Isles Beach is nestled between Bal Harbour and Aventura and
conveniently located just 20 minutes away from the Miami International and the Fort Lauderdale airports. The
Porsche Design Tower has two and a half miles of impeccable beach, the most sophisticated restaurants and
night spots making it the setting for a new kind of lifestyle, where options extend as far as the ocean views
outside the window.

For more information about the Porsche Design Tower or other real estate in southern Florida please contact
MNM Companies’ Natalia at r 786-597-0111 or Natalia(at)MNMcompanies(dot)com.
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MNM Companies has been providing exceptional real estate and property management services to the Miami
and Moscow, Russia areas for over nine years and has recently expanded to cover Naples, Florida. The
company, founded by Natalia Peysina, offers its clients a full suite of services from real estate, residential and
commercial property management, mortgage, financing and title services. MNM Companies is BBB Accredited
and continuously offers its clients with the highest level of customer service paired with a customized approach,
guaranteeing the best experience for all homeowners, sellers, investors and renters alike. To learn more about
MNM Companies, please visit www.mnmcompanies.com.
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Contact Information
Natalia Peysina
MNM Companies
http://mnmcompanies.com/
+1 239-260-1269

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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